
Math 202 Cryptography 1

Problem Set #7
Due Friday, November 20 at midnight (EDT)

• You will enter your answers #4 in onCourse and upload the Mathematica notebook that shows your work to
onCourse. Make sure this is organized so that I can easily follow your process.

• You should verify your signatures in 1(b) and 4(b)! If the signature does not verify, then you might need to
take another look.

• The Mathematica notebook Problem_Set_07.nb contains the messages for all problems as well as the creden-
tials, messages, and signatures for Problems 2, 3, & 4 to help avoid typos.

1. You observe the following two messages that Bob signed with Elgamal using the public credentials
(p,α , β) = (18 743, 2, 9129)

( “Peacock Pond is looking good today! No green fuzz!”, (1971, 971) )
( “What, behind the rabbit?”, (1971, 14 578) )

Bob did not sign the message x directly but instead signed a hash reduced mod p: SHA3-256(x ) mod p.

(a) Use this information to find Bob’s private key d .
(b) You want to post the message

“You know what they call a Quarter Pounder with Cheese in Paris?”
and make it look like it came from Bob.
Use a different ephemeral key from the one Bob used above to generate Bob’s Elgamal signature. As
above, you should sign SHA3-256(x ) mod p.

2. Verify that p,q, and α given in the Mathematica notebook are good choices for parameters for DSA.

3. Which of the following are valid DSA signatures?
Use the credentials (p,q,α , β) given in the Mathematica notebook, and use SHA3-256 as the hash function.

(a) (“So much time and so little to do. Wait a minute. Strike that. Reverse it.”,
(208221529933043901995903535580479751054235631985,
230205500730631565791498172230033295358499708024))

(b) (“You Keep Using That Word. I Do Not Think It Means What You Think It Means.”,
(208221529933043901995903535580479751054235631985,
330542675345397582983752179230693716554777819051))

(c) (“Yes, sir, Officer Obie, I cannot tell a lie, I put that envelope under that garbage.”,
(66999437745311063480669269316694224134814786562,
1208251425667306293374687023988502753197037627234))

4. You want to sign the message from 1(b) using DSA and the credentials (p,q,α) given in the Mathematica
notebook.

(a) Generate your own β .
(b) Sign the message from 1(b) using your DSA credentials and using SHA3-256 as the hash.

Enter your answers to this problem in the form in onCourse.
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